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Unionist Party asked, not for an ordinary but for an extraordinary 1899-1902
majority, a majority which would wipe out an unpatriotic and    ge
vexatious  opposition—and assured Liberal voters  that  on  this
altogether exceptional occasion they could safely transfer their
support to the Unionist and patriotic party and be certain that no
hurt would follow to the causes they had at heart.
It was in the long run highly expensive electioneering for the
Tory Party, for when the war was over, and it appeared that
the leader of the party attached no importance to this assurance, the
reaction which followed was in proportion to the rally. But for the
time being it secured the desired result, and if there is anything to be
surprised at on looking back, it is not that the Liberal Party fared
badly, but that it did relatively so well in this election. The party
was not extinguished as in 1918 : the Government majority, though
increased to 134 from the 130 at which it had stood at the dissolu-
tion, was actually eighteen less than at the previous general election ;
and if the slogan of the hour meant anything, the alarming fact was
revealed that 2,105,518 electors had gone to the polls to register
" a vote for the Boers " against 2,428,000 who had voted against
them.
Liberal dissensions were forgotten in the common affliction, and
Asquith himself won merit from all sections of the party in his
scathing analysis of the electioneering methods of the Government.
His own constituents returned him by an increased majority, which
he took as signifying their approval of the line that he had hitherto
taken on the war. For the next few months there was peace in the
Liberal Party, but the struggle in South Africa now entered on
a difficult and exasperating phase of guerrilla fighting to which
orthodox military methods proved unequal. The military policy
now adopted of burning farms with the necessary consequence that,, ,
women and children, thereby left homeless, had to be taken jnto&£
concentration camps—camps hastily improvised and often over-
crowded and insanitary—raised new and crucial questions between
the contending Liberal factions. The pro-Boers scouted the official
contention that to leave standing farm buildings, which were largely
used as forts or recruiting stations by the enemy, was to invite the
slaughter of British soldiers and to prolong the war : and denied
that even if the contention was sound, it justified the suffering
which, if given effect to, it must inflict and had Inflicted on the
civilian population. In this C.-B. leant strongly towards their view*
At any rate in his faopaous speech at the Holborn Restaurant (17th
June, 1901) in whSiS f he used the fateful phrase "methods of

